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MONTHLY RESPONSE SUMMARY

IMPLEMENTING

UKRAINE:

CONFLICT DISPLACEMENT
On 24 Feb 2022, Russia launched a major military
operation in Ukraine, representing a significant
escalation of the conflict which has been ongoing
in the east of the country since 2014.
As of June, almost seven million people have been
internally displaced by the war – with more than six
million moving across international borders to seek
refuge. There are estimated to be an additional 13
million people stranded in areas affected by the
conflict who are at risk and in need of humanitarian
assistance.
We have liaised closely with our Rotary contacts in
the region to coordinate information and better
understand the situation on the ground. Our Rotary
contacts have helped us make key government
connections in the Ministry for Labour and Social
Protection in Moldova who have been mandated with
supporting the flow of refugees into the country. It was
through the Secretary to the Minister that we were
able to secure tax free exemption for the supply of
hygiene kits.
ShelterBox is currently working on three projects. For
project 1 we are working with two different partners,
to distribute a total of 12,000 mattresses to people
living in ‘collective centres’ throughout western and
central Ukraine, 10,641 of which have now been
distributed.
For project 2, with our partner, ReliefAid, we have
focused on supporting people still within Ukraine
survive in buildings damaged by the conflict.

We have so far supplied 5,011 families with shelter
and household items, consisting of a mix of shelter
kits, shelter tool kits and tarpaulins along with fixings
as required. We are also supplying blankets, water
carriers, buckets, solar lights, and hygiene kits.
For project 3, we are supporting refugees arriving
at the border in Moldova with a portable assistance
package, including hygiene items and cash.
Through our partner, ACTED, we are aiming to
distribute 19,000 hygiene kits via ‘Moldova for
Peace’ through their collective distribution centres;
to refugees residing in Refugee Accommodation
Centres (RACs); and to refugees crossing the border.
Registrations for Multi-Purpose Cash Assistance
(MPCA) are ongoing, with 3,000 individuals already
registered.

FOR PROJECT 2 WE ARE PROVIDING

shelter kits

kitchen set

blankets

solar lights

shelter tool kits

as well as hygiene kits to help people still within Ukraine survive in buildings damaged by the conflict.
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BANGLADESH:
FLOODING

Heavy monsoon rains and flash floods in early
June have submerged large parts of northeastern
Bangladesh, leaving millions of people stranded or
displaced. Excess rainwater has not been able to
drain from the low-lying wetlands which were still
saturated from heavy rains in late May.

PLANNING

The deployed team are also working on developing our
network by meeting with Rotary contacts, procurement
focal points and the Bangladesh Foreign Commonwealth
and Development Office (FCDO) in order to make future
responses even more efficient and effective.

An estimated 7.2 million people have been affected by the
widespread flooding. Our Rotary contacts in Dhaka have
informed us that most of the floodwaters have now receded, but
the damage to infrastructure and crops has been extensive.
A ShelterBox team deployed in early July, and are working with
Habitat for Humanity, Bangladesh to scope a response project
which may support people with Cash and Voucher Assistance
(CVA).

In late July, the team met with a member of the Rotary Club of
Dhaka Kawran Bazar, Ahmed Farooque, to discuss response
activities and gauge any possible local support in Sylhet.

CONFLICT

We have been working with our trusted partner IEDA Relief
in the Far North region since 2015, with activities taking
place both on camp (Minawao Camp) targeting refugees,
and off camp, mainly targeting internally displaced people.
Distributions are now complete for project 10 with 5,285
households sheltered with either tents, shelter kits or
roofing kits. Those receiving tents or shelter kits also
received household items and a further 993 additional
households were assisted with household items.

Extremist attacks, severe weather conditions and the impact
of coronavirus in the Lake Chad Basin have resulted in a dire
humanitarian crisis in the Far North region of Cameroon. As
of April 2022, the area now hosts almost 128,000 refugees as
well as over 357,000 internally displaced people and more than
135,000 returnees (people who were displaced but who have
returned).

The details for project 11 are currently under review by the
ShelterBox team but packages of aid have been confirmed,
developed as part of the evolving aid packages of the last
10 projects. These will be procured both internationally
and locally and will include a range of tents, durable and
semi-durable shelter kits, emergency shelter kits and
community tool kits.

EVALUATING/PLANNING

CAMEROON:

FOR PROJECT 10 WE HAVE SUPPORTED 5,285 HOUSEHOLDS WITH AID INCLUDING:

tents

sleeping mats

blankets

solar lights

mosquito nets

as well as hygiene kits, buckets and water filters, tarpaulins and rope, and cash assistance for refugees
and IDPs both off and on-camp
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light and is well ventilated. We provided 1,000 households
with this improved “Bama” type shelter which is big enough
for a family of five or can be divided to create two shelters
for smaller families, along with 386 household item kits.

CONFLICT

The humanitarian crisis in north-east Nigeria
stems from armed conflict between the Nigerian
government and insurgent groups including
Boko Haram, but has in recent years also been
compounded by environmental factors.

A concept note and estimated budget have been approved
by the Executive team for project 7 but detailed project
development has been delayed until September due to
internal capacity constraints.

Founded in 2002, Boko Haram began an extremely violent
campaign from mid-2014, including indiscriminate attacks
against civilians using tactics such as suicide bombings, kidnap,
and shootings. The conflict to date has caused the displacement
of 1.8 million people.
Working with our partner ACTED, we have now completed six
projects supporting displaced families arriving in formal or
informal camps. In project 6 we started using a more robust and
substantial shelter solution that offers good levels of natural

CONFLICT

The conflict situation is still volatile, despite the recapturing
of territory by the Government and allied foreign forces in
the second half of 2021. Insurgents have since expanded
their area of operations into Niassa from the neighbouring
province of Cabo Delgado.
In June, there was an increase in number of insurgent
attacks in Ancuabe and Chiure districts which were
previously considered safe districts in Cabo Delgado
region. This has triggered significant movement of
population. According to latest figures from IOM
(International Organization for Migration), a total of 83,983
people were displaced throughout June, the majority of
them being women and children (67,524).

Since October 2017, an Islamist extremist group
has launched a series of attacks in the northern
province of Cabo Delgado.
Violent incidents involving the group, known as Ahlu Sunna
Wal-Jama, include attacks on civilians, government forces, and
military installations. The violence increased in 2021, causing
people to flee to other districts and neighbouring provinces.

For project 1, we partnered with CARE Mozambique in the
Cabo Delgado region.

EVALUATING/PLANNING

MOZAMBIQUE:

EVALUATING/PLANNING

NIGERIA:

Distributions are now complete: 4,044
households have been sheltered and 1,691
assisted with household aid.
The budget, proposal and project agreement have all been
finalised for project 2 and freight is expected to arrive into

PROJECT 2 WILL ASSIST 6,000 HOUSEHOLDS:

3,000 households who have been living in resettlement
sites for over 6 months will receive replenishment of
shelter and household items

3,000 households in hard-to-reach areas will receive
shelter survival kits
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PLANNING

The conflict in North Ethiopia intensified in 2021 and
expanded from Tigray to the neighbouring regions of
Amhara and Afar. Over 3.5 million people are displaced
within these three regions. A tenuous truce has been
maintained since March 2022, although tensions are
still high along the border with frequent clashes being
reported.

Following four consecutive below-average rain seasons in
the Horn of Africa, as many as 6.5 million people across the
region are struggling to meet basic food, water, agriculture,
and livestock needs. 420,000 people are reported to have
been forced to leave their homes in search of food and
water. ShelterBox have been operating in Ethiopia since
2018, through our partner IOM (International Organization
for Migration).

ETHIOPIA:
CONFLICT

Ethiopia remains a complex humanitarian
emergency characterised by the ongoing conflict,
insecurity, and the effects of climate change which
have all contributed towards mass displacement
and humanitarian need.

CONFLICT

Yemen is one of the world’s worst humanitarian
crises.
Conflict between Houthi rebels and the Yemeni government
began in 2004 with tensions escalating into outright civil war
in 2014, when Houthi forces seized the country’s capital and
largest city Sana’a. In response, Saudi Arabia led a coalition of
Arab states to begin a military intervention, in order to restore
the Yemeni Government.

As a result of the conflict, more than 23.4
million people – almost three-quarters of the
population – need some form of humanitarian
assistance in 2022 (an increase of 13 per cent
from 2021).
The war has internally displaced more than 4.3 million people,
and more than half the population are facing acute levels of
food insecurity.
Today, as fighting continues, the Houthis control most
of northern Yemen except for Marib governorate, the
government’s last stronghold. Last year, Houthi rebels
launched an offensive to seize Marib which caused an
escalation in displacement in the governorate.

Three cycles of distributions each targeting
4,000 households will run through to February
2023.
After some delays in shipping, the shipments for cycle
1 have now arrived into our partner’s warehouse and
distributions are now aiming to start in August, targeting
1,600 returnee households in the Afar region, and 2,400
drought displaced households in the Somali region.
Project 1 is now complete. Through our partners, BCHR
(Benevolence Coalition for Humanitarian Relief), we
supported 1,350 internally displaced families in Marib
with one of two packages: each containing blankets and
household items, in addition to either a UN family canvas
tent, suitable for extreme weather conditions, or a set of
tarpaulins and rope.
We’re now working on a concept note and budget for
project 2, which should be ready to submit for approval
in early August. In the new concept, we are focusing on
providing a more durable, locally made emergency shelter.

EVALUATING/PLANNING

YEMEN:

Project 5 is a 12-month project aiming to support 12,000 of
the most vulnerable displaced families with shelter and nonfood items and is a huge scale up on previous projects due
to the massive needs in the country.
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WE SUPPORTED 20,765
HOUSEHOLDS OVER
TWO PROJECTS WITH:

TYPHOON RAI

We have provided emergency shelter and other essential items
to people who lost their homes in the Philippines after Super
Typhoon Rai tore across the country in December 2021, causing
vast destruction across 11 regions.

(including 317
households in Bohol who
were provided with a
hand saw/mosquito net
package)

shelter kits

solar lights
The number of assessed damaged or
destroyed houses was 2.1 million, with
an estimated 11.9 million people affected
across the six worst hit regions.

Rotary were instrumental in the
response, connecting us to key
government departments who
enabled the tax and duty-free
importation of aid items into
Bohol.
Members of the Rotary Club of Cebu
connected us with local suppliers and made
introductions which led to the donation of
CGI (Corrugated Galvanised Iron sheeting).
Members of the Rotary Club of Tagbilaran
researched appropriate financial institutions
in Tagbilaran and Panglao which enabled
access of funds for cash distributions.
Members of the Rotary Club of Cebu,
Tagbilaran, Ubay, and the wider
District 3860 assisted in distributions,

including material which was shown at
the Rotary International Convention in
Houston.
Distributions are complete for phase
1 in Cebu, where 7,163 households
received shelter.
Post-distribution (PDM) monitoring
results are being analysed prior to final
reporting. Distributions for phase 2
in Bohol are also complete. PDM was
completed on 29 April we are now
reviewing the final report.
To date, we have worked in 118
Barangays in Bohol, and have
supported 20,765 households
over projects 1 & 2 (including 317
households in Bohol who were
provided with a hand saw/mosquito net
package to compliment aid provided by
another NGO).

tarpaulins

multi-purpose cash assistance
(MPCA)

EVALUATING

PHILIPPINES:
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Project 4 is now underway and it represents
an evolution of our approach to delivering
emergency shelter in Burkina Faso.
Unlike previous projects, it will focus on the construction
of new emergency shelter in the form of the locally
known ‘Sahelian’ tent, and aims to support 1,000 newly
displaced families. Tarpaulins, rope and household items
will be imported as per before, but materials that form
the structural basis of the Sahelian tent will be locally
procured.

BURKINA FASO:
CONFLICT

Burkina Faso is one of the fastest-growing
displacement crises in Africa. Since January 2019
over 1.7 million people have been forced to flee
their homes due to extremist violence.

CONFLICT

ShelterBox has been responding to the Syria
crisis since 2012.
Whilst we have seen the conflict dynamics in Syria show a
general trend towards stabilisation, there have been periodic
regional escalations which serve as a reminder that the
potential for the situation to descend into active conflict
remains.

The identification of affected families has now been
completed in the Boucle du Mouhoun, the North, the Sahel
regions and in four communes in the Centre Nord regions.

Distributions have continued throughout
July to reach the target of 300 shelters and
household items for the Sahel region.
As of 29 July, 55 shelters have been built and are now being
inhabited. The construction process of the tents is ongoing
and will take no more than three weeks.

As winter approaches, we are starting to plan for two
winterisation projects targeting the Northeast and
Northwest, focusing on providing thermal warmth and
basic tent and shelter repairs. Needs assessments are
due to start in August with implementation planned for
December.

PLANNING

SYRIA:

IMPLEMENTING

From 2020 there has been an escalation in the conflict with
Jihadist groups fighting over ideological differences and
for control of territory, causing further mass displacement.
Some of the families forced to flee can stay with relatives
or friends, but many more are in crowded camps or
buildings such as schools.

The Turkish Lira (dominant currency in Idlib) has depreciated
significantly, this along with the depreciation of the Syrian
pound and associated financial crisis has resulted in the prices
of basic commodities, including bread and other food supplies,
drastically increase.
The regional financial crisis is having significant negative
effects on the purchasing power of Syrians meaning many of
the affected population are unable to meet their immediate
needs.
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